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Hello Narwhals, 
  
In this time of uncertainty please know that you and your children are on our minds. I 
hope that you and your family were able to benefit from and enjoy the enrichment 
activities that were sent out last time. This week I will be adding a new studio at home art 
activity for each grade level. If you’d like more ideas for creative activities check out the 
studio challenges for the other grade levels! 
As always much love to you, Ms. Kay 
 
Studio Enrichment for Grades 4-5: 
 
Our studio enrichment challenge this week will focus on a skill called perspective drawing. This 
skill is especially important if you are an artist who is considering taking more art classes in 
middle school! Perspective in drawing refers to the angle and direction that you are looking at 
something. For example if you are drawing a cup, there are multiple perspectives that you could 
approach your drawing from. (See example below) 



 
Perspective drawing is challenging but is helpful in creating drawings of objects that look 
realistic. In art school professors will set up an entire display table full of flowers, bones, skulls, 
musical instruments, and pottery. The art students will draw the objects from one perspective 
and then switch and create a new drawing from a different perspective. This is an exercise that 
will help you improve your observational drawing skills. Compare the hand drawings below. 
Notice how one was drawn flat, maybe even traced on paper, without showing much 
perspective. The second drawing of a hand is much more dynamic and uses perspective. It’s 
drawn as if the hand is reaching out towards you. Which one looks more realistic and 
dimensional? 



 



 
Your Perspective Drawing Challenge: 
Your challenge this week is to create a drawing of one object from 3 different perspectives. If I 
chose a cup I could sketch it laying on it’s side, sketch it resting upside down, and I could put 
the cup on the floor and look down onto it to draw from an aerial perspective. You can choose 
any object to practice this with just remember to draw what you SEE and not what you think you 
know. Look closely and engage those observational skills! 



 



 


